ADRIATIC GATEWAY TO CENTRAL EUROPE

One-stop shopping to combine your land and ocean requirements

Contacts

Via Koper: Austria, Czech Rep, Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia, West Romania:
Alfred PRIMOZIC
kpe.aprimozic@cma-cgm.com

Via Rijeka: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia:
Nina KOZLAN
kpe.nkozlan@cma-cgm.com

Via Durres: Albania, Kosovo:
Alban MEMLIKA
drz.amemlika@cma-cgm.com

Via Trieste: Italy, Germany:
Giacomo RENO
gen.greno@cma-cgm.com

CMA CGM Strengths

The south gateway to Central European countries with a unique Intermodal network developed through the years to Slovakia, Hungary, South Germany, Czech Republic, Serbia and Bosnia

24 hours transit time per Rail for:
- Koper - Budapest / Bratislava / Wien
- Rijeka - Belgrade
- Trieste - Munich